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Valence-Space IMSRG

Step 1: Decouple core
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Tsukiyama, Bogner, Schwenk, PRC 2012
Morris, Parzuchowski, Bogner, PRC 2015

Explicitly construct unitary transformation from sequence of rotations

All operators truncated at two-body level IMSRG(2)
IMSRG(3) in progress
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Valence-Space IMSRG

Step 1: Decouple core
Step 2: Decouple valence space
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Tsukiyama, Bogner, Schwenk, PRC 2012
Morris, Parzuchowski, Bogner, PRC 2015

Microscopic/E↵ective approach

E↵ective Interaction

Goal: Find a unitary transformation U

such that

H̃ = UHU
†

hP |H̃|Qi = hQ|H̃|P i = 0

h ̃i|P̂ H̃P̂ | ̃ii = h i|H| ii

Ragnar Stroberg (TRIUMF) Valence space IM-SRG May 26, 2016 6 / 30

Explicitly construct unitary transformation from sequence of rotations

All operators truncated at two-body level IMSRG(2)
IMSRG(3) variants in progress (Heinz, Stroberg)
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Valence-Space IMSRG

Step 1: Decouple core
Step 2: Decouple valence space
Step 3: Decouple additional operators
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Microscopic/E↵ective approach

E↵ective Interaction

Goal: Find a unitary transformation U

such that

H̃ = UHU
†

hP |H̃|Qi = hQ|H̃|P i = 0

h ̃i|P̂ H̃P̂ | ̃ii = h i|H| ii

Ragnar Stroberg (TRIUMF) Valence space IM-SRG May 26, 2016 6 / 30

Explicitly construct unitary transformation from sequence of rotations

U = e⌦ = e⌘n . . . e⌘1

h ̃n|PM̃0⌫P |  ̃ni ⇡ h i|M0⌫ | ii

h ̃n|PH̃P |  ̃ni ⇡ h i|H| ii
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Ab Initio Progress: How Heavy Can We Go?
Tremendous progress in ab initio reach, largely due to polynomially scaling methods!
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Limits of Existence in Medium-Mass Region
Ab initio calculations of ~700 nuclei from He to Fe

Input H fit to 2,3,4-body 
Not biased towards existing data

Known drip lines predicted within uncertainties 

Ab initio guide for neutron-rich driplines
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Magic Numbers in Nuclei
Magic numbers: pillars of nuclear structure, novel evolution in exotic nuclei 2
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FIG. 1. Experimental E(2+1 ) systematics of even-even nuclear landscape. Shown are known E(2+1 ) of even-even
isotopes32 and the value for 78Ni obtained in the present study. Traditional magic numbers are indicated by dashed lines and
doubly magic nuclei are labelled. Also 68Ni, for which the number of neutrons N = 40 matches the harmonic oscillator shell
closure, is marked. The predicted two-neutron drip line and its uncertainties3 are shown in blue.

on nuclear structure inputs.
An initial characterisation is often provided by the first

J⇡ = 2+ excitation energy, E(2+1 ), as illustrated in Fig. 1
for the Segrè chart, a two-dimensional grid in which nu-
clei are arranged by their proton (Z) and neutron (N)
numbers. Magic nucleon numbers, which were first cor-
rectly reproduced theoretically for stable isotopes by in-
troducing a strong spin-orbit interaction4,5, stand out,
as excitation from the ground state requires promoting
nucleons across major nuclear shells, and therefore more
energy due to large energy gaps involved.

With the extension of studies to unstable, radioactive
isotopes with a large neutron excess – also termed ‘ex-
otic’ nuclei –, magic numbers emerged as a local feature.
In lieu, nuclear shell structure changes, sometimes drasti-
cally, with the number of protons and neutrons, revealing
interesting properties of the underlying nuclear forces.
For instance, it was recognised that several traditional
neutron magic numbers disappear far from stability, such
as N = 8, 20, 286–9, while new ones have been claimed at
N = 1610 and N = 32, 341,2,11.

Shifts of these magic numbers challenge nuclear theory,
and certain cases can be explained by empirical drifts
of the single-particle orbits (SPO) with varying nucleon
number, e.g. ref.12. The central potential of the nucleon-
nucleon (NN) e↵ective interaction and the tensor force
contribute strongly to this evolution13,14. Also three-
nucleon (3N) forces, which originate from the composite
nature of nucleons, have a significant impact15,16. So far,
a coherent picture of the nuclear shell structure and its
evolution towards the most neutron-rich nuclei remains
to be built.

The isotope 78Ni (28 protons and 50 neutrons) provides
a unique case included in all motivations for planned
and constructed next-generation radioactive ion beam
in-flight facilities, such as the RIBF in Japan, FRIB in
the USA, and FAIR in Germany. Predictions of even-

even nuclei regarding the neutron drip line location3, for
which the two-neutron separation energy becomes nega-
tive (also shown in Fig. 1), reveal that, prior the mea-
surement reported here, 78Ni was the only neutron-rich
doubly magic nucleus lacking spectroscopic information
on excited states that can be reached with current and
next-generation facilities.

Coulomb excitation and mass measurements of
neutron-rich zinc (Z = 30) isotopes17,18, spectroscopy
of nickel isotopes up to 76Ni19, and � decay lifetime mea-
surements of 78,79,80Ni20,21 are all consistent with a per-
sistent N = 50 shell closure. Conversely, experimen-
tal studies of 66Cr and 70,72Fe revealed constantly low
E(2+1 ) and E(4+1 ) that question the N = 50 shell closure
for atomic (proton) numbers Z = 24, 2622. This sce-
nario is supported by large-scale shell-model calculations
that predict deformed ground states below Z = 2823,
and therefore a breakdown of the N = 50 shell closure,
raising the possibility of similar low-lying intruder states
in 78Ni. Likewise, spectroscopic studies of odd-even cop-
per isotopes have shown a lowering of the proton (⇡)
SPO ⇡0f5/2 relative to the ⇡1p3/2 SPO when the neu-
tron (⌫) ⌫0g9/2 SPO is filled24, resulting in their inversion
for 75Cu confirmed with collinear laser spectroscopy25.
These findings were interpreted as a reduction of the
Z = 28 proton shell gap between the ⇡0f7/2 and ⇡0f5/2
SPO due to the strong ⇡ � ⌫ tensor force14,26, although
the recent spectroscopy of 79Cu and its mass measure-
ment appear consistent with a doubly magic structure
of 78Ni27,30,31. Hitherto, no ultimate conclusion on the
magic character of 78Ni existed. Here, we provide first di-
rect evidence from in-beam �-ray spectroscopy in prompt
coincidence with one- and two-proton removal ((p, 2p)
and (p, 3p)) reactions of fast moving radioactive 79Cu and
80Zn beams.

272829

Signatures of Magic Numbers
Sharp decrease in separation energy (masses)
Elevated first excited 2+ energy (spectroscopy)
Tightly bound (decreased radii)

EM Moments
Q – collectivity; µ single-particle nature
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Prediction of Energies Across Chains
Energies: Generally excellent agreement along isotopic chains to limits of existence

3Ragnar Stroberg TRIUMF PAINT 2024

Simonis+, PRC 96, 014303 (2017)
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Prediction of Energies Across Chains
Energies: Generally excellent agreement along isotopic chains to limits of existence

Artifacts across major shells

3Ragnar Stroberg TRIUMF PAINT 2024

Simonis+, PRC 96, 014303 (2017)
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Prediction of Excitation Energies Across Chains
Energies: Generally good agreement along isotopic chains

Overpredict 2+ at shell closures… what might help?

Too large shell gap – IMSRG(3) – or missing cross-shell physics?

4Ragnar Stroberg TRIUMF PAINT 2024
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Future: Evolution of N=28,32,34 Magic Numbers
Ab initio predictions from above calcium towards oxygen – persistence of N=34
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Improve Cross-Shell Physics: Multi-Shell Spaces
Essential for many applications: island of inversion, forbidden transitions, heavier beta decay cases
Standard VS-IMSRG typically fails!
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Typical IMSRG Failure
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Proposed Fix: Modified Generator
!14Flow equation for single-particle energies

▪ Modifying the generator  

✦Simple way is to give the constant shift to energy denominator 

✦For our purpose, suitable choice of Δ would be comparable to hw.

⌘12 =
f12

f11 � f22 + �1212

⌘1234 =
�1234

f11 + f22 � f33 � f44 +A1234

A1234 = �1212 + �3434 � �1313 � �2424 � �1414 � �2323
<latexit sha1_base64="MkAqmVRWA5hiSmi2MBEnS184QsU=">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</latexit>

⌘12 =
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f11 � f22 + �1212 +�

⌘1234 =
�1234

f11 + f22 � f33 � f44 +A1234 +�

A1234 = �1212 + �3434 � �1313 � �2424 � �1414 � �2323
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K. Suzuki, Prog. Theor. Phys. 58, 1064 (1977).

N. Tsunoda, K. Takayanagi, M. Hjorth-Jensen, and T. Otsuka, Phys. Rev. C 89, 024313 (2014).

Miyagi et al., PRC (2020)

Proposed fix: modify generator to give constant shift to energy denominator 
Never have negative energy denominators if on order of hw…
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Proposed Fix: Modified Generator
Proposed fix: modify generator to give constant shift to energy denominator 
Never have negative energy denominators if on order of hw…

Miyagi et al., PRC (2020)
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Longstanding Shell Model Issue: Center of Mass
Centre of mass: long-standing issue in the shell-model universe

So far: add CoM at the shell-model calculation stage

BUT HVS is no longer represented in HO basis:

Add from beginning instead

Full two-shell suffers from Hcm dep.

Removing d3/2 solves problem!

!22Center-of-mass issue

▪ So far, we added the center-of-mass Hamiltonian at the shell-model 
calculation stage: 

▪ But, HVS is no longer represented in HO basis. We should add Hcm 
from the beginning:

H + �Hcm �! HVS �! energies
<latexit sha1_base64="vDr4+zz0AD4DhU6UYsQhNlwg/bU=">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</latexit>

H �! HVS + �Hcm �! energies
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!22Center-of-mass issue

▪ So far, we added the center-of-mass Hamiltonian at the shell-model 
calculation stage: 

▪ But, HVS is no longer represented in HO basis. We should add Hcm 
from the beginning:

H + �Hcm �! HVS �! energies
<latexit sha1_base64="vDr4+zz0AD4DhU6UYsQhNlwg/bU=">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</latexit>

H �! HVS + �Hcm �! energies
<latexit sha1_base64="y8wPaIQwnmd4gFU934HTJ5TaQcc=">AAAC23ichVE9bxNBEH25BAjhI05okNKcsIKQkKwxICVKFUHjCiUxdiLFlnV3jC+r3Jf21o4cyxVdRIsoqECiiGjpKGnyByhCmzSIMkg0FIzPhxBYhD3d7ts382bf7rhJoFJDdDxhTU5duHhp+vLMlavXrs8W5ubradzRHte8OIj1luukHKiIa0aZgLcSzU7oBrzp7j4axje7rFMVR09ML+Fm6PiRaivPMUK1Co8rdiOII18rf8c4Wsd7dqXVb+jQrlcH9l274bJxflFeOBjLzgIcsfYVp4NWoUglyoY9Dso5KCIfa3HhAxp4ihgeOgjBiGAEB3CQyreNMgiJcE30hdOCVBZnDDAj2o5ksWQ4wu7K7MtuO2cj2Q9rppnak1MC+bUobSzSJzqkMzqid/SFfvyzVj+rMfTSk9UdaTlpzR7crH7/ryqU1WDnt+pczwZtLGdelXhPMmZ4C2+k7+6/PKuubCz2b9Mb+ir+X9MxfZQbRN1v3tt13nh1jp+2zD2pFQqSl5NGlf9uyzio3yuV75do/UFx9WHesmks4BbuSF+WsIoK1lCTc97jM05wajWtZ9aB9XyUak3kmhv4Y1gvfgKZ6bGV</latexit>
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!19Comparison with EOM method
16O w/ SRG evolved NN-only (emax=8)

1p1h dominant lowest 3-, 1-, 2- agree 
well with the EOM-IMSRG results. 

EOM-IMSRG results are take from N. M. Parzuchowski, T. D. Morris, and S. K. Bogner, Phys. Rev. C 95, 044304 (2017).
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Island of Inversion: sd-Shell Ground States
Ground-state energies of Ne, Mg, Si isotopes: 1.8/2.0(EM)
Multi-shell space improves IoI physics

Miyagi et al., PRC (2020)
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Island of Inversion: sd-Shell Excited States
Excited-state properties of Ne, Mg, Si isotopes: 1.8/2.0(EM)
Multi-shell improves IoI physics… not enough to fix completely 

Miyagi et al., PRC (2020)
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Island of Inversion: sd-Shell Intruder Configurations
Explore intruder configurations in 0+ states
Multi shell space dramatically improves IoI physics
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Island of Inversion: pf-ShellR. Silwal, C. Andreoiu, B. Ashrafkhani et al. Physics Letters B 833 (2022) 137288

Fig. 7. The intruder contribution of the calculated ground-state wave function for 
the elements Ca (Z=20) through Ni(Z=28), computed by the VS-IMSRG(2) within 
the proton pf neutron pf5/2 g9/2 valence space.

In this work, starting from the h̄ω = 16 MeV harmonic oscil-
lator basis, our calculations are performed in the 15 major shell 
space to derive the effective Hamiltonian in the proton pf and 
neutron pf5/2 g9/2d5/2 valence space above 48Ca core. Note that the 
neutron d5/2 orbital is added to the valence space here, in contrast 
to the calculations in Ref. [15]. The three-body interaction matrix 
elements are restricted up to E3max = 16, where E3max is defined 
as the sum of the three-body oscillator quanta. The center-of-mass 
Hamiltonian coefficient β = 3 is used in the following discussion 
and we observed that the β-dependence is negligibly small. For 
N>35, the calculated S2n are lower than the experiment, which 
was already observed in Ref. [15]. The discrepancy is attributed to 
the many-body correlations beyond the VS-IMSRG(2) approxima-
tion, implying the enhancement of the collectivity in N>35.

It should be noted that the VS-IMSRG results systematically 
overestimate the excitation energies, while the trend of the exper-
iment is well reproduced as shown in earlier works [26,63]. While 
too strong for N<38, the VS-IMSRG δ∗

2n results follow the experi-
mental trends in the IOI region well, as shown in Fig. 6, and thus 
we expect that the underlying physics is mostly captured through 
the VS-IMSRG(2) approximation. Nevertheless, since collectivity is 
an inherently many-body effect, we expect further improvement 
when advancing to the IMSRG(3) truncation for such calculations. 
Indeed implementation of IMSRG(3) has already been carried out 
in the single-reference formulation of the IMSRG for closed-shell 
systems [64], and first results for the VS-IMSRG are currently in 
preparation.

To further examine the extend of the N=40 IOI in the neigh-
boring elements, we expand the VS-IMSRG calculations to cover 
the full region between Ca and Ni. In Fig. 7, the contributions of 
intruder configuration for Cr and neighboring elements are visu-
alized using the calculated ground-state wave function from the 
VS-IMSRG within the proton pf and neutron pf5/2 g9/2 valence 
space above 48Ca. As seen in Fig. 7, towards N=40, the intruder 
configuration increases in the Cr ground states, a sign of IOI be-
havior at N=40 [51]. Also, the number of neutrons across the gap 
is maximized at N=40, consistent with the LNPS calculations [51].

This is similar to the trend in the f7/2 and p3/2 orbitals for 
32Mg [13,26]. Additionally, it is seen that the intruder state con-
figuration is strongest for Cr compared to the neighboring nuclei, 
such as Mn, Fe and Co, shown in Fig. 7, implying that 64Cr is the 
pinnacle of the N=40 IOI. The next strong contribution is seen for 

Mn and Fe, with a similar trend where the intruder contribution is 
the strongest at N=40 followed by N=42. For Fe, this result is in 
agreement with the maximum observed quadrupole deformation 
between 66Fe and 68Fe (i.e. N = 40 and N = 42) from the mean-
field calculations [23]. Another recent work on Mn has shown a 
high pairing gap approaching N=40 attributed to neutron occupy-
ing higher lying orbitals [48]. These results are in line with the 
results from LNPS calculations [51] that show the onset of defor-
mation at N=40 in the Fe chain and at N=38 in Cr isotopes.

4. Conclusion and discussion

Our results reduce the uncertainties of the mass measurements 
for 63−65Cr masses. Moreover, this presents the first high-precision 
direct mass measurements of 64,65Cr. Our results provide com-
pelling evidence for maximal collectivity at 64Cr centering it in an 
island of inversion around N=40. Comparison of our results with 
global mass-models and the ab-initio VS-IMSRG calculations indi-
cates the dominance of the intruder configurations for 64Cr, and 
shows the overall trend of collectivity in the region. The precise 
data provides important constraints to guide the ongoing develop-
ment of ab-initio approaches to nuclear structure. High precision 
mass measurements beyond N=41 would be required to more 
fully probe the N=40 island of inversion. Advancement in the ab 
initio theory in this region will be significant in illuminating the 
nuclear shell structure for the Z = 24 nuclei.
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Explore Intruder configurations from Ca - Ni
Already important for Ca isotopes across N=40 shell gap

60Ca unlikely doubly magic

Strong increase at Ti, summit at Cr isotopes
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Charge Radii: Ca Isotopes
Calculate charge radii in Ca isotopes – parabolic behavior, long-standing problem
Previous SM studies identified cross-shell excitations as origin
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Global Trends in Absolute B(E2): sd Shell
Study charge E2 transitions across sd-shell 

USDB with effective charges typically reproduces absolute values well
VS-IMSRG (no effective charges) typically underpredicts experiment
Trends well reproduced in both…

Tz = ±1

2
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Tz = ±3
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Stroberg et al. PRC (2022)
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Study E2 transitions across sd-shell 

USDB with effective charges typically reproduces absolute values well
VS-IMSRG (no effective charges) typically under-predicts experiment
Trends well reproduced in all cases

Global Trends in Absolute B(E2): sd Shell

Stro berg et al, PRC (2022)Stroberg et al. PRC (2022)
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Study charge E2 transitions across sd-shell: IS (M0) and IV (M1)

IS: USDB good agreement, VS-IMSRG systematically small
IV: Both agree well 
Deficiencies in IS only

Global Trends in B(E2): IS/IV Components

M0 =

p
B(E2;Tz < 0) +

p
B(E2;Tz > 0)

2
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Study charge E2 transitions across sd-shell: IS (M0) and IV (M1)

IS: USDB good agreement, VS-IMSRG systematically small
IV: Both agree well 
Deficiencies in IS only

Global Trends in B(E2): IS/IV Components

M0 =

p
B(E2;Tz < 0) +

p
B(E2;Tz > 0)
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Origin of E2 Puzzle 14C in psd Shell
Perform CC and VS-IMSRG calculations of 14C in toy p-sd space with phenomenological potential

Energies well converged all around

p/n amplitudes increase with p/h ex.

Only converged at ~6 Nph

Not possible to capture fully in CC or IMSRG
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Origin of E2 Puzzle: 14C in p-sd Shell
Perform CC and VS-IMSRG calculations of 14C in toy p-sd space with phenomenological potential

Energies well converged all around

p/n amplitudes increase with p/h ex.

Only converged at ~6 Nph

Not possible to capture fully in spherical CC or IMSRG

Stroberg et al. PRC (2022)
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Systematic studies in Sn region: In Isotopes
Comparisons with EDF (hit and miss): overall consistent picture of single-particle nature

Ab initio reproduces trends of new measurements

Q missing correlations, µ missing physics?

260 | Nature | Vol 607 | 14 July 2022

Article

Nuclear moments of indium isotopes reveal 
abrupt change at magic number 82

A. R. Vernon1,2,3 ✉, R. F. Garcia Ruiz2,4 ✉, T. Miyagi5, C. L. Binnersley1, J. Billowes1, M. L. Bissell1, 
J. Bonnard6, T. E. Cocolios3, J. Dobaczewski6,7, G. J. Farooq-Smith3, K. T. Flanagan1,8, 
G. Georgiev9, W. Gins3,10, R. P. de Groote3,10, R. Heinke4,11, J. D. Holt5,12, J. Hustings3, 
Á. Koszorús3, D. Leimbach11,13,14, K. M. Lynch4, G. Neyens3,4, S. R. Stroberg15, S. G. Wilkins1,2, 
X. F. Yang3,16 & D. T. Yordanov4,9

In spite of the high-density and strongly correlated nature of the atomic nucleus, 
experimental and theoretical evidence suggests that around particular ‘magic’ 
numbers of nucleons, nuclear properties are governed by a single unpaired nucleon1,2. 
A microscopic understanding of the extent of this behaviour and its evolution in 
neutron-rich nuclei remains an open question in nuclear physics3–5. The indium 
isotopes are considered a textbook example of this phenomenon6, in which the 
constancy of their electromagnetic properties indicated that a single unpaired proton 
hole can provide the identity of a complex many-nucleon system6,7. Here we present 
precision laser spectroscopy measurements performed to investigate the validity of 
this simple single-particle picture. Observation of an abrupt change in the dipole 
moment at N = 82 indicates that, whereas the single-particle picture indeed 
dominates at neutron magic number N = 82 (refs. 2,8), it does not for previously 
studied isotopes. To investigate the microscopic origin of these observations,  
our work provides a combined effort with developments in two complementary 
nuclear many-body methods: ab initio valence-space in-medium similarity 
renormalization group and density functional theory (DFT). We find that the inclusion 
of time-symmetry-breaking mean fields is essential for a correct description of 
nuclear magnetic properties, which were previously poorly constrained. These 
experimental and theoretical findings are key to understanding how seemingly simple 
single-particle phenomena naturally emerge from complex interactions among 
protons and neutrons.

The atomic nucleus is formed by strongly interacting nucleons  
(protons, Z, and neutrons, N), packed tightly into a volume around a 
trillion times smaller than that of atoms. Hence, describing the atomic 
nuclei and predicting their properties at extreme values of mass and 
charge are the main long-standing challenges for nuclear science. 
Similar to electrons in an atom, the nucleons (protons and neutrons) 
in the atomic nucleus occupy quantum ‘shells’. Thus, nuclei with a 
single valence particle or hole around a nuclear closed shell provide 
important foundations for our understanding of the atomic nucleus. 
Their simpler structure vastly reduces the complexity of the quantum 
many-body problem, providing critical guidance for the development 
of nuclear theory.

Recent advances in our understanding of the strong interaction and 
the development of many-body methods, combined with escalation 

in computer power, have enabled theoretical descriptions of increas-
ingly complex nuclei. Isotopes around the proton closed shell Z = 50, 
are now the frontier of ab initio calculations9,10. The properties of these 
nuclei can be described by complementary many-body methods such 
as configuration interaction methods4 and nuclear DFT11. This has led to 
an increased focus on studying this region of the nuclear chart (around 
Z = 50, N = 50, 82) over the past decade2,8,12–14.

Here we present measurements of two fundamental properties 
of indium isotopes using precision laser spectroscopy: the (spec-
troscopic) magnetic dipole moment, µ, and the electric quadrupole 
moment, Q. Measurements were performed for the neutron-rich In 
(Z = 49) isotopes, reaching up to 131In, which possesses a magic number 
of N = 82 neutrons (see Methods for details). With a single-proton-hole 
configuration with respect to the well-established2,8,14 proton closed 
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shell of Z = 50, the low-energy structure of the odd-mass indium iso-
topes is expected to be governed by a single-hole configuration in the 
proton orbit π1g9/2.

As we show here, the nuclear magnetic dipole moments of odd-mass 
indium isotopes are determined by the total spin distribution of the 
nucleus induced by the unpaired valence proton hole. This is sche-
matically illustrated at the bottom right of Fig. 1. The nuclear electric 
quadrupole moment provides a complementary measurement of 
the nuclear charge distribution and is highly sensitive to the collec-
tive motion of all nucleons15. These observables together therefore 
explore distinct aspects of the nucleon distribution and measuring 
them across a large range of neutron numbers allows a unique insight 

into the evolution of the interplay between single-particle and collec-
tive nuclear phenomena.

Previously, the magnetic moments of the ground state Iπ = 9/2+ of 
indium isotopes were known to exhibit remarkably little variation over 
22 isotopes, from A = 105 to 127 (see Fig. 1b open symbols)7. The constant 
value of the magnetic moment over such a long range of isotopes has 
been presented as an archetypal example of the independent-particle 
behaviour of single-particle states near a proton shell closure6,7. ‘How 
do these seemingly simple patterns emerge from complex interactions 
among protons and neutrons?’ and ‘Do they prevail at extreme number of 
neutrons?’ are two principal open questions that we address in this work.

In addition to the ground state, the indium isotopes can also exist in 
excited nuclear configurations with relatively long lifetimes—isomers—
with spin Iπ = 1/2−. These isomeric states provide further insight and are 
expected to be described by a single-hole configuration based on a dif-
ferent proton orbital (π2p1/2). However, in contrast to the Iπ = 9/2+ states, 
the µ values of these isomeric states exhibit notable variations (see Fig. 3), 
posing a three-decades-long puzzle in our description of these nuclei7.

To unravel the microscopic origin of the electromagnetic properties of 
these isotopes, we compare our experimental results with two comple-
mentary state-of-the-art theoretical methods: (1) ab initio valence-space 
in-medium similarity renormalization group (VS-IMSRG) calculations9,16, 
which start from nucleon–nucleon interactions derived from chiral 
effective field theory17, and (2) symmetry-breaking nuclear DFT11,18. 
The latter assumes nucleons moving within their own self-consistently 
generated spin-dependent broken-symmetry-confining potential. DFT 
provides a satisfactory description of bulk nuclear properties such as 
radii and binding energies across the whole nuclear chart19–21. Here we 
have developed its symmetry-restored version22 to be able to provide 
accurate calculations of spectroscopic µ and Q moments.

Experimental and theoretical developments
Our measurements were performed using the collinear resonance 
ionization spectroscopy (CRIS) technique at the ISOLDE facility of 
CERN23 (see Methods for details). From the hyperfine structure, we 
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collective properties of these isotopes is illustrated at the bottom of the figure: 
left, quadrupole polarization gradually reduces to a single-proton-hole value at 
N = 82; right, the magnetic dipole moments abruptly approach the value for a 
single proton hole in a 132Sn core at N = 82, as the dominant effect changes from 
charge to spin distribution.
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Nuclear moments of indium isotopes reveal 
abrupt change at magic number 82

A. R. Vernon1,2,3 ✉, R. F. Garcia Ruiz2,4 ✉, T. Miyagi5, C. L. Binnersley1, J. Billowes1, M. L. Bissell1, 
J. Bonnard6, T. E. Cocolios3, J. Dobaczewski6,7, G. J. Farooq-Smith3, K. T. Flanagan1,8, 
G. Georgiev9, W. Gins3,10, R. P. de Groote3,10, R. Heinke4,11, J. D. Holt5,12, J. Hustings3, 
Á. Koszorús3, D. Leimbach11,13,14, K. M. Lynch4, G. Neyens3,4, S. R. Stroberg15, S. G. Wilkins1,2, 
X. F. Yang3,16 & D. T. Yordanov4,9

In spite of the high-density and strongly correlated nature of the atomic nucleus, 
experimental and theoretical evidence suggests that around particular ‘magic’ 
numbers of nucleons, nuclear properties are governed by a single unpaired nucleon1,2. 
A microscopic understanding of the extent of this behaviour and its evolution in 
neutron-rich nuclei remains an open question in nuclear physics3–5. The indium 
isotopes are considered a textbook example of this phenomenon6, in which the 
constancy of their electromagnetic properties indicated that a single unpaired proton 
hole can provide the identity of a complex many-nucleon system6,7. Here we present 
precision laser spectroscopy measurements performed to investigate the validity of 
this simple single-particle picture. Observation of an abrupt change in the dipole 
moment at N = 82 indicates that, whereas the single-particle picture indeed 
dominates at neutron magic number N = 82 (refs. 2,8), it does not for previously 
studied isotopes. To investigate the microscopic origin of these observations,  
our work provides a combined effort with developments in two complementary 
nuclear many-body methods: ab initio valence-space in-medium similarity 
renormalization group and density functional theory (DFT). We find that the inclusion 
of time-symmetry-breaking mean fields is essential for a correct description of 
nuclear magnetic properties, which were previously poorly constrained. These 
experimental and theoretical findings are key to understanding how seemingly simple 
single-particle phenomena naturally emerge from complex interactions among 
protons and neutrons.

The atomic nucleus is formed by strongly interacting nucleons  
(protons, Z, and neutrons, N), packed tightly into a volume around a 
trillion times smaller than that of atoms. Hence, describing the atomic 
nuclei and predicting their properties at extreme values of mass and 
charge are the main long-standing challenges for nuclear science. 
Similar to electrons in an atom, the nucleons (protons and neutrons) 
in the atomic nucleus occupy quantum ‘shells’. Thus, nuclei with a 
single valence particle or hole around a nuclear closed shell provide 
important foundations for our understanding of the atomic nucleus. 
Their simpler structure vastly reduces the complexity of the quantum 
many-body problem, providing critical guidance for the development 
of nuclear theory.

Recent advances in our understanding of the strong interaction and 
the development of many-body methods, combined with escalation 

in computer power, have enabled theoretical descriptions of increas-
ingly complex nuclei. Isotopes around the proton closed shell Z = 50, 
are now the frontier of ab initio calculations9,10. The properties of these 
nuclei can be described by complementary many-body methods such 
as configuration interaction methods4 and nuclear DFT11. This has led to 
an increased focus on studying this region of the nuclear chart (around 
Z = 50, N = 50, 82) over the past decade2,8,12–14.

Here we present measurements of two fundamental properties 
of indium isotopes using precision laser spectroscopy: the (spec-
troscopic) magnetic dipole moment, µ, and the electric quadrupole 
moment, Q. Measurements were performed for the neutron-rich In 
(Z = 49) isotopes, reaching up to 131In, which possesses a magic number 
of N = 82 neutrons (see Methods for details). With a single-proton-hole 
configuration with respect to the well-established2,8,14 proton closed 
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extracted the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole parameters 
Ahf and Bhf of the investigated atomic states, corresponding to the two 
long-lived nuclear states, 9/2+ and 1/2−, present in each isotope. Recent 
improvements in the sensitivity of the technique allowed us to achieve 
high-resolution spectroscopy measurements, despite production of 
the indium isotopes at rates below 1,000 atoms s−1 in the presence of 
large isobaric contamination. To enable these measurements, laser 
ionization spectroscopy schemes had to be developed that are both 
sensitive to low isotope rates from a large background and sensitive 
to nuclear properties through hyperfine structure, in addition to the 
development of increased accuracy atomic calculations for the extrac-
tion of their moments24–26.

We performed ab initio VS-IMSRG calculations (see Methods for 
further details) using two different sets of initial two-nucleon (NN) and 
three-nucleon (3N) forces derived from chiral effective field theory27,28; 
the 1.8/2.0(EM)17 and the more recent N2LOGO (ref. 29). The 1.8/2.0(EM) 
set is constrained only by fitting to properties of two-nucleon, 
three-nucleon and four-nucleon systems. N2LOGO was recently devel-
oped to include ∆-isobar degrees of freedom and is also fit to reproduce 
saturation properties of infinite nuclear matter29.

We performed DFT calculations using both Hartree–Fock (HF) and 
Hartree–Fock–Bogoliubov (HFB) approaches, corresponding to con-
figurations of the nucleus constructed using single-nucleon (HF) or 
nucleon–hole pair excitations (HFB) as basis states, with HFB calcula-
tions introducing pairing correlations. The electromagnetic moments 
of semi-magic ± 1 nucleon systems, such as the indium isotopes, are 
well suited to study DFT time-symmetry-breaking (time-odd) contri-
butions to the mean field30,31, which vary with the time-reversal oper-
ator. These fields are predominantly generated by the two-body 
spin–spin interaction terms, and—up until now—were poorly con-
strained within DFT theory. However, they are of particular interest 
as our understanding of time-reversal-violating mean fields is critical 
to tackle open problems of modern physics, such as the search for 
new physics32–34 and dark matter searches35. Our experimental results 
presented an excellent opportunity to perform and test these develop-
ments. To investigate the relative importance of time-odd fields and 
pairing correlations, DFT calculations were performed by turning ‘on’ 

and ‘off ’ of each effect. See  Methods for more details on the 
symmetry-restored calculations. Contrary to shell-model calculations 
based on empirical interactions, in which effective single-nucleon 
charges and g-factors are used to reproduce nuclear moments data, 
in our DFT and ab initio calculations, we use free single-nucleon 
g-factors and bare nucleon charges. In addition, the Landau param-
eter g′0 was able to be constrained in the DFT calculations by the 131In 
magnetic moment.

The results of both ab initio and DFT types of calculation are shown 
along side the experimental Q and µ moments in Fig. 1a, b, respectively, 
for the 9/2+ states of 105–131In. The µ moments of the 1/2− states are shown 
in Fig. 3. All experimental data are presented in Table 1 and Extended 
Data Table 1, and compared with literature values that exist for 105–127In.

Results and discussion
In the single-particle picture, a proton-hole configuration induces an 
intrinsic polarization of the whole nucleus, as indicated schematically 
in Fig. 1 (bottom left). A gradual decrease in the quadrupole moments of 
the 9/2+ states was previously observed up to N = 78. Our measurements 
show a notably larger decrease at N = 82, indicating a marked decrease 
in polarization (Fig. 1a), as the value expected for the single-proton-hole 
configuration36,37 is reached.

The VS-IMSRG calculations reproduce the experimental trends, that 
is, local variations in neutron number, a dip around N = 64 and a gradual 
decrease towards N = 82. However, the magnitude of the Q is underesti-
mated. The reproduction of the magnitude of the quadrupole moments 
is a known challenge for ab initio nuclear theory, as the Q moments are 
a highly collective emergent property of the nucleus that can require 
the inclusion of extensive many-body correlations38.

Conversely, our DFT calculations are able to closely reproduce the 
overall magnitude of the Q moments. As N = 82 is approached, the agree-
ment with the calculations without pairing (HF) shows that describing 
individual neutron orbitals becomes important. However, owing to 
effects induced by occupying individual neutron orbitals, an inac-
curate staggering with neutron number is also produced, compared 
with HFB. As shown in Fig. 1a, time-odd contributions have a negligible 
effect on Q moments.

In contrast to the Q moments, the µ moments of the 9/2+ states 
were known to exhibit little variation7, which is continued up to 129In 
in our observation. However, we observe an abrupt increase at 131In, 
see Fig. 1b, and the atomic spectra in Extended Data Fig. 1. The extreme 
single-particle magnetic moment of a proton in the πg9/2 orbit, the 
so-called ‘Schmidt’ limit39, is also indicated in Fig. 1b.

Our results now show a value much closer to the extreme single- 
particle limit at N = 82, in agreement with decay spectroscopy and 
moment measurements in the region40–44. The µ value at 131In reaches 
93% of the Schmidt free-particle value and 81–84% for N < 82. However,  
the sudden change in the µ values from N < 82 to N = 82 indicates a 
departure from the single-particle picture for the former, which con-
tradicts the generally accepted conclusions from the earlier magnetic 
moment6,7 and transfer reaction45 studies. Extension of transfer reaction 
studies to isotopes in the N = 82 region would therefore be highly valu-
able and should be possible in the near future with the development of 
experiments at radioactive beam facilities, such as SOLARIS at FRIB46 
and ISS at ISOLDE47.

Owing to the standard angular-momentum coupling rules, the 
nuclear quadrupole moments can be measured only in states with 
I > 1/2. The I = 9/2+ states of the indium isotopes thus provide access 
simultaneously to the nuclear quadrupole moments and nuclear mag-
netic dipole moments. The indium isotopes are therefore a unique 
case to study the effect of single-proton-hole coupling to the nuclear 
core on both observables. This is in contrast to thallium (Z = 81), the 
heavier experimentally accessible proton-hole isotopic chain, which 
has a 1/2+ configuration.
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to contradict the closed-shell nature of N = 32. The
isotope 51Ca is an exceptional case for testing different
shell-model interactions as excitations across N = 32 can
be of M1-type (from p3/2 into p1/2) and therefore even
a one percent mixing of those configurations in the wave
function is sufficient to induce a ∼ 20 % change of the
g-factor [47].

The measured and calculated magnetic moments of
the Ca isotopes are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4.
A 40Ca core is assumed in the calculations with the
GXPF1A and KB3G phenomenological interactions, as
well as for the calculations with the microscopic NN+3N
interaction. To investigate the effect of breaking the 40Ca
core we also compare to a large-scale shell model calcu-
lation using the phenomenological interaction SDPF.SM
starting from a virtual 28Si core. For the KB3G and
GXPF1A interactions, neutrons were allowed to occupy
the pf shell, while an extended valence space including
the 0g9/2 orbital (pfg9/2 space) was used for the NN+3N
calculations. Excitations of neutrons and protons from
the upper sd-shell into the pf -shell are allowed with the
SDPF.SM interaction. Bare spin and orbital g-factors
were used in all theories to calculate the magnetic mo-
ments.

The disagreement between the shell-model calculations
starting from a 40Ca core and the experimental mag-
netic moments of 41,43,45Ca suggests that nucleon exci-
tations across the sd-shell are important in the vicinity
of N = 20. Indeed, large-scale shell model calculations
using the SDPF.SM interaction are closer to the experi-
mental values. These calculations include up to 6p-6h for
41Ca, 4p-4p for 43Ca, and 2p-2p for the other isotopes. A
similar conclusion on the importance of cross-shell cor-
relation across N = 20 was obtained from experimen-
tal g(2+)-factors and B(E2) values of 42,44Ca [48, 49]
as well as the calcium isotope shifts [50]. For the heav-
ier Ca isotopes, all theoretical calculations describe the
experimental value rather well (see Fig. 4), indicating
that from N = 27 and beyond, the assumption of a rigid
40Ca core works well. Especially, the calculations with
the NN+3N interaction give a very good agreement for
47,49,51Ca. Considering that from the measured g-factor
a mixed ground state wave function is expected (Fig. 3),
the excellent agreement for the microscopic calculations,
which are not fitted to this mass region, is remarkable.
The fact that the calculated values for the phenomeno-
logical KB3G and GXPF1A lay on opposite side of the
experimental value is due to the different contributions
of (p1/2)

2(p3/2)
1 and (p1/2)

1(p3/2)
2 configurations. Cer-

tainly, the magnetic moment is highly sensitive to ma-
trix elements involving the p3/2-p1/2 spin-orbit partners.
The ratio of (p1/2)

1(p3/2)
2 to (p3/2)

3 configurations in
51Ca is a measure for these cross-shell excitations across
N = 32: it is almost twice larger with NN+3N and
GXPF1A (3.5% and 4.0%, respectively) than in KB3G
(2.0%). Larger cross-shell excitations reduce the abso-
lute value of the magnetic moment. On the other hand,
due to stronger pairing, the NN+3N and KB3G interac-
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FIG. 4. Measured magnetic and quadrupole moments of
Ca isotopes. Results are compared with theoretical predic-
tions from phenomenological interactions (KB3G, GXPF1A,
SDPF.SM) and calculations including three-nucleon forces
(NN+3N). Experimental literature values (empty triangles)
are given in Table II. The open circles show the values
calculated from the ratios B(41Ca)/B(43Ca) = 1.63(1),
B(45Ca)/B(43Ca) = −0.94(27) [32] and relative to our value
of Q(43Ca).

tions have a two times larger ratio of (p1/2)
2(p3/2)

1 over
(p1/2)

1(p3/2)
2 configurations than GXPF1A, 1.6 and 1.9

compared to 0.9. These cross-shell excitations increase
the absolute value of the magnetic moment.

In the lower panel of Fig. 4, the experimental and cal-
culated quadrupole moments are shown. The theoretical
results assume neutron and proton effective charges, en =
0.5e and ep = 1.5e, respectively (protons in the valence
space are allowed for the SDPF.SM interaction only). All
interactions exhibit in general a good description of the
experimental quadrupole moments. The only deviation
exists for N = 27, where KB3G and GXPF1A slightly
disagree with the experimental value, while NN+3N and
SDPF.SM agrees nicely. The agreement between calcu-
lated and experimental values also confirms the values of
effective charges used around N = 20 [18, 50], and more
recently around N = 28 [51]. Earlier studies of N ∼ Z
isotopes, where the f7/2 orbital is dominant, suggested
values of en = 0.8e and ep = 1.15e [52], opening a discus-
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to contradict the closed-shell nature of N = 32. The
isotope 51Ca is an exceptional case for testing different
shell-model interactions as excitations across N = 32 can
be of M1-type (from p3/2 into p1/2) and therefore even
a one percent mixing of those configurations in the wave
function is sufficient to induce a ∼ 20 % change of the
g-factor [47].

The measured and calculated magnetic moments of
the Ca isotopes are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4.
A 40Ca core is assumed in the calculations with the
GXPF1A and KB3G phenomenological interactions, as
well as for the calculations with the microscopic NN+3N
interaction. To investigate the effect of breaking the 40Ca
core we also compare to a large-scale shell model calcu-
lation using the phenomenological interaction SDPF.SM
starting from a virtual 28Si core. For the KB3G and
GXPF1A interactions, neutrons were allowed to occupy
the pf shell, while an extended valence space including
the 0g9/2 orbital (pfg9/2 space) was used for the NN+3N
calculations. Excitations of neutrons and protons from
the upper sd-shell into the pf -shell are allowed with the
SDPF.SM interaction. Bare spin and orbital g-factors
were used in all theories to calculate the magnetic mo-
ments.

The disagreement between the shell-model calculations
starting from a 40Ca core and the experimental mag-
netic moments of 41,43,45Ca suggests that nucleon exci-
tations across the sd-shell are important in the vicinity
of N = 20. Indeed, large-scale shell model calculations
using the SDPF.SM interaction are closer to the experi-
mental values. These calculations include up to 6p-6h for
41Ca, 4p-4p for 43Ca, and 2p-2p for the other isotopes. A
similar conclusion on the importance of cross-shell cor-
relation across N = 20 was obtained from experimen-
tal g(2+)-factors and B(E2) values of 42,44Ca [48, 49]
as well as the calcium isotope shifts [50]. For the heav-
ier Ca isotopes, all theoretical calculations describe the
experimental value rather well (see Fig. 4), indicating
that from N = 27 and beyond, the assumption of a rigid
40Ca core works well. Especially, the calculations with
the NN+3N interaction give a very good agreement for
47,49,51Ca. Considering that from the measured g-factor
a mixed ground state wave function is expected (Fig. 3),
the excellent agreement for the microscopic calculations,
which are not fitted to this mass region, is remarkable.
The fact that the calculated values for the phenomeno-
logical KB3G and GXPF1A lay on opposite side of the
experimental value is due to the different contributions
of (p1/2)
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2 configurations. Cer-

tainly, the magnetic moment is highly sensitive to ma-
trix elements involving the p3/2-p1/2 spin-orbit partners.
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3 configurations in
51Ca is a measure for these cross-shell excitations across
N = 32: it is almost twice larger with NN+3N and
GXPF1A (3.5% and 4.0%, respectively) than in KB3G
(2.0%). Larger cross-shell excitations reduce the abso-
lute value of the magnetic moment. On the other hand,
due to stronger pairing, the NN+3N and KB3G interac-
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FIG. 4. Measured magnetic and quadrupole moments of
Ca isotopes. Results are compared with theoretical predic-
tions from phenomenological interactions (KB3G, GXPF1A,
SDPF.SM) and calculations including three-nucleon forces
(NN+3N). Experimental literature values (empty triangles)
are given in Table II. The open circles show the values
calculated from the ratios B(41Ca)/B(43Ca) = 1.63(1),
B(45Ca)/B(43Ca) = −0.94(27) [32] and relative to our value
of Q(43Ca).
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compared to 0.9. These cross-shell excitations increase
the absolute value of the magnetic moment.

In the lower panel of Fig. 4, the experimental and cal-
culated quadrupole moments are shown. The theoretical
results assume neutron and proton effective charges, en =
0.5e and ep = 1.5e, respectively (protons in the valence
space are allowed for the SDPF.SM interaction only). All
interactions exhibit in general a good description of the
experimental quadrupole moments. The only deviation
exists for N = 27, where KB3G and GXPF1A slightly
disagree with the experimental value, while NN+3N and
SDPF.SM agrees nicely. The agreement between calcu-
lated and experimental values also confirms the values of
effective charges used around N = 20 [18, 50], and more
recently around N = 28 [51]. Earlier studies of N ∼ Z
isotopes, where the f7/2 orbital is dominant, suggested
values of en = 0.8e and ep = 1.15e [52], opening a discus-
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A Tale of Two Analyses: B(M1:1+→0+) in 48Ca
Monte Carlo calculations in light nuclei showed two-body currents do not quenchTwo-body currents do not quench M1 transitions in light nuclei 

Marcucci, Muslema Pervin, Pieper,  Schiavilla,  
Wiringa, Phys Rev C 78, 065501 (2008)

10

This is similar to 
what we will use

This is perhaps 
similar to what 
people used in 

the 1980s

0 + 	2

Two-body currents for !1 transitions differ from those for Gamow-Teller transitions

Papenbrock (Talk @ PAINT2024)
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A Tale of Two Analyses: Magnetic Moments in Ca
Coupled-cluster calculations including all relevant physics for moments

Generally good agreement with data w/o quenching
Issue in 41Ca related to cross-shell excitations?
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A Tale of Two Analyses: B(M1:1+→0+) in 48Ca
Coupled-cluster calculations including all relevant physics

Significant decrease from continuum and correlations
2BC do not quench - final results higher than experiment

Contributions to !(#1)
co

nt
in

uu
m

2p-2h 
correlations 2B currents

3p-3h correlations

Bijaya Acharya et al., arXiv:2311.11438
13

Final result

Bijaya Acharya et al., arXiv:2311.11438
14

Papenbrock (Talk @ PAINT2024)
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A Tale of Two Analyses: B(M1:1+→0+) in 48Ca
IMSRG Calculations with 34 non-implausible interactions
Correlations
Acharya et al., arXiv:����.����8 [nucl-th] (����), https://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nudat�/
Steffen et al., Phys. Lett. B ��, �� (��8�), Tompkins et al., Phys. Rev. C 8�, ������ (����)

non-implausible interactions favor B(M�) from (�,n) exp. and
show partial overlap with Coupled Cluster calculation

�8 February ���� | Institut für Kernphysik, Theoriezentrum - TU Darmstadt | C. Brase | �
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A Tale of Two Analyses: Magnetic Moments in Ca
Coupled-cluster calculations including all relevant physics for moments

Generally good agreement with data w/o quenching
Issue in 41Ca related to cross-shell excitations?

Magnetic moments

Bijaya Acharya et al., arXiv:2311.11438

Takayuki Miyagi et al., arXiv:2311.14383, propose that multi-shell VS-IMSRG calculation yields accurate results for 41Ca. 15
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VS-IMSRG µ Moments: O → Pb
Ab initio calculations throughout the nuclear chart w/ 2BC
Ca discrepancies solved with multi-shell approach

Magnetic moments significantly improved 
across chart!

ELECTROMAGNETIC STRUCTURE OF A = 2 AND 3 . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 87, 014006 (2013)

(b) (c)(a)

FIG. 1. Diagrams illustrating the two-body charge operators at
order n = 0 or eQ0. Nucleons, pions, and photons are denoted by
solid, dashed, and wavy lines, respectively. The solid circle in panel
(a) is associated with a γπN vertex of order eQ. Only one among
the possible time orderings is shown.

same form factor be used to describe the electromagnetic
structure of the hadrons in the longitudinal part of the current
operator and in the charge operator. However, it places no
restrictions on the electromagnetic form factors which may be
used in the transverse parts of the current. By ignoring this
ambiguity, the choice made here (GV

E) satisfies the “minimal”
requirement of current conservation [16].

Relativistic corrections to the leading-order one-body cur-
rent and charge operators enter, respectively, at n = 0 and
n = −1 (both denoted as N2LO) and are given by

j(0) = − e

8 m3
N

eN,1(q2)
[
2
(
K2

1 + q2/4
)
(2 K1 + i σ 1 × q)

+ K1 · q (q + 2 i σ 1 × K1)
]

− i e

8 m3
N

[ µN,1(q2) − eN,1(q2)]

× [K1 · q (4 σ 1 × K1 − i q) − (2 i K1 − σ 1 × q) q2/2

+ 2 (K1 × q) σ 1 · K1] δ(p′
2 − p2) + 1 ⇀↽ 2, (2.10)

ρ(−1) = − e

8 m2
N

[ 2 µN,1(q2) − eN,1(q2)]

× (q2 + 2 i q · σ 1 × K1) δ(p′
2 − p2) + 1 ⇀↽ 2, (2.11)

while the n = 0 (N3LO) OPE two-body charge operators,
illustrated in Fig. 1, read

ρ(0)
a = e

2 mN

g2
A

F 2
π

[
GS

E(q2) τ 1 · τ 2 + GV
E (q2) τ2z

]

× σ 1 · q σ 2 · k2

ω2
k2

+ 1 ⇀↽ 2, (2.12)

ρ
(0)
b (ν) = − e

4 mN

g2
A

F 2
π

σ 1 · k2 σ 2 · k2

ω4
k2

×
[
(1 − ν)

[
GS

E(q2) τ 1 · τ 2 + GV
E(q2) τ2,z

]
q · k2

+ 2 i GV
E (q2) (τ 1 × τ 2)z k2 · [ (1 − ν) K1

+ (1 + ν) K2]
]
+ 1 ⇀↽ 2, (2.13)

ρ(0)
c = i

e

mN

g2
A

F 2
π

Gπ (q2) (τ 1 × τ 2)z k1 · K1
σ 1 · k1 σ 2 · k2

ω2
k1

ω2
k2

+ 1 ⇀↽ 2. (2.14)

The operator of panel (a) of Fig. 1 is due to a γπN vertex of
order eQ originating from the interaction Hamiltonian

e gA

2 mNFπ

∫
dx N † σ · (∇A0)(τ · π + πz)N,

derived first by Phillips [10]. In the context of meson-exchange
phenomenology, an operator of precisely this form results
from considering the low-energy limit of the relativistic
Born diagrams associated with virtual pion photoproduction
amplitudes (see the review paper [17] and references therein).
From this perspective, it appears reasonable to include the
nucleon form factors GS

E and GV
E in Eq. (2.12).

The operator of panel (b) of Fig. 1 depends on the
off-energy-shell extrapolation, specified by the parameter ν,
adopted for the nonstatic corrections of order Q2 to the OPE
potential [18],

v(2)
π (k, K; ν) = (1 − 2 ν)

v(0)
π (k)
ω2

k

(k · K)2

4 m2
N

. (2.15)

As shown in Ref. [18] (and within the present approach in
Ref. [6]), different off-shell prescriptions for v(2)(ν) and ρ(0)(ν)
are unitarily equivalent:

ρ(−3) + ρ
(0)
b (ν) = e−i U (ν)[ρ(−3) + ρ

(0)
b (0)

]
e+i U (ν)

≃ ρ(−3) + ρ
(0)
b (0) + [ρ(−3), i U (0)(ν)], (2.16)

where the Hermitian operator U (ν) admits the expansion

U (ν) = U (0)(ν) + U (1)(ν) + · · · , (2.17)

and U (0)(ν) and U (1)(ν) (see below) have been constructed,
respectively, in Refs. [18] and [6] [and, in this last paper,
Eqs. (28) and (55), which give equivalent momentum-space
expressions for U (1)(ν), contain a typographical error: the
imaginary unit on the left-hand side should be removed].
Phenomenological potentials, such as the Argonne v18
(AV18) [19], and χEFT potentials, such as those recently
derived by Entem and Machleidt [20], make the choice
ν = 1/2 in Eq. (2.15); i.e., nonstatic corrections to the OPE
potential are ignored.

The operator of panel (c), containing the γππ vertex, is
obtained by expanding the energy denominators as [6]

1
Ei − EI − ωπ

= − 1
ωπ

[
1 + Ei − EI

ωπ

+ · · ·
]

, (2.18)

where EI denotes NN (or NNγ ) intermediate energies and
ωπ the pion energy (or energies, as the case may be), and
by noting that the leading (static) corrections vanish, when
summed over the possible six time orderings. However, the
terms proportional to the ratio (Ei − EI )/ωπ , which is of
order Q, lead to the nonstatic operator given in Eq. (2.14).
It is multiplied by the pion form factor Gπ (q2), which we
parametrize in vector-meson dominance and consistently with
experimental data at low momentum transfers as

Gπ (q2) = 1
1 + q2/m2

ρ

, (2.19)

where mρ is the ρ-meson mass.

A. Current operators at order n = 1 (e Q)

The currents at order eQ (N3LO) are illustrated diagram-
matically in Fig. 2, and they consist of (i) terms generated by
minimal substitution in the four-nucleon contact interactions
involving two gradients of the nucleon fields as well as by
nonminimal couplings to the electromagnetic field, (ii) OPE

014006-3

Miyagi et al, 
PRL (in press)
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VS-IMSRG µ Moments: In Isotopes
Revisit discrepancies in In isotopes with addition of 2BC
Systematic agreement with experiment except in mid-shell region (deformation)

Miyagi et al, PRL (in press)

+2BC

Vernon et al., 
Nature (2022)
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Next Step: Improve with IMSRG(3f)
Full IMSRG(3) improves results, but contributions scale N7 – N9

Explore contractions of 3b structures that can be factorized to 1b and 2b: IMSRG(3f)
iii

subsequently contract down to one- and two- body oper-
ators, and this e↵ect is not suppressed.

More concretely, the commutator of two two-body op-
erators, e.g. ⌦ and H, will include a three-body part,
which we denote [⌦, H]3b. This induced three-body op-
erator can then be contracted back down to one-body
and two-body pieces in a double commutator. We can

incorporate this e↵ect by adding a correction �(k)
XY to

(7), defined by

�(k)
XY =

(
[X, [X, [X,Y ](k�2)

2b ]3b]1b,2b, k > 1

0, k  1.
(13)

As a specific example, taking X = ⌦, H = Y , and k = 2
we have

�(2)
⌦H = [⌦2b , [⌦2b , H2b]3b]1b,2b. (14)

This type of correction has been explored in the con-
text of quantum chemistry [33], and in shell model cou-
pled cluster (SMCC) [34]. Importantly, while the dou-
ble commutator in (14) naively scales as N

7, it can be
factorized [33–35] to yield expressions that scale as N

6,
comparable to the scaling of IMSRG(2).

Note that by modifying the expression (7), we do
not just include corrections to the transformed opera-
tor in (8) at two nested commutators. We also include
corrections to arbitrary nested commutators in which in-
duced three-body operators are immediately contracted
back down to one- or two-body operators. For example,
[⌦, H](4) would receive a contribution

[⌦, [⌦, [⌦, [⌦, H]3b]2b]3b]2b. (15)

It is straightforward to extend this type of correction
so that triple-nested commutators are evaluated exactly,
but we leave that for future work, noting that not all of
these diagrams can be factorized to scale as N6.

In the following, we will use notation which assumes
X = ⌦ and Y = H, but the expressions can be directly
applied to other operators (with modified angular mo-
mentum coupling for operators that are not scalars un-
der rotation). The one-body part of the correction (14)
consists of three distinct diagram topologies, illustrated
in Fig. 1(a)-(c)

�(2)
⌦H,1b = f

I + f
II + f

III
. (16)

We provide an explicit expression for only one example
here; the others can be found in appendix A. The one-
body matrix elements of f I are given by

f
I
ij =

1

2

X

abcde

(n̄an̄bncnd � nanbn̄cn̄d)

⇥ (⌦cdab⌦abce�eidj + ⌦cdab⌦abce�diej) (17)

where na is the occupation of orbit a, and n̄a = 1 �
na. (Since this is a double commutator, there are four
orderings of the operators involved in the expression.)

(a) f I (b) f II (c) f III

(d) �I (e) �II (f) �III (g) �IV

FIG. 1: Hugenholtz skeleton diagrams indicating the
topologies of the double commutators are illustrated as
follows: the upper three plots, labeled (a) to (c), are
topologies for the one-body operators, while the lower
four plots are the topologies for the two-body operators,

labeled (d) to (g).

The two-body part of the correction (14) consist of four
topologies, illustrated in Fig. 1(d)-(g):

�(2)
⌦H,2b =�I + �II + �III + �IV

. (18)

Again, to illustrate we give the expression for one of the
topologies. The others can be found in Eq. (A1) in the
appendix A.

�I
ijkl =

1

2

X

abcd

(n̄an̄bnc + nanbn̄c)

⇥
n⇣

1� P̂ij

⌘
⌦ciab⌦abcd�djkl

+
⇣
1� P̂kl

⌘
⌦adcb⌦cbak�ijdl

o
(19)

where the permutation operator P̂ij exchanges the in-
dices i and j of the expression to its right. Although the
double commutators avoid the explicit construction of
three-body operators, the complexity is the same as that
of IMSRG(3). While this reduces memory requirements,
it does not improve computational speed.
As mentioned above, the expressions can be factorized

to reduce the scaling to N
6. To illustrate, we take the

expression in (17), rewrite it as

f
I
ij =

X

ab

(�↵
ab�biaj + �

↵
ab�aibj) (20)

where we have introduced the intermediate object

�
↵
ij =

1

2

X

abc

(n̄an̄bncni � nanbn̄cn̄i)⌦ciab⌦abcj (21)
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subsequently contract down to one- and two- body oper-
ators, and this e↵ect is not suppressed.

More concretely, the commutator of two two-body op-
erators, e.g. ⌦ and H, will include a three-body part,
which we denote [⌦, H]3b. This induced three-body op-
erator can then be contracted back down to one-body
and two-body pieces in a double commutator. We can

incorporate this e↵ect by adding a correction �(k)
XY to

(7), defined by
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we have
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This type of correction has been explored in the con-
text of quantum chemistry [33], and in shell model cou-
pled cluster (SMCC) [34]. Importantly, while the dou-
ble commutator in (14) naively scales as N

7, it can be
factorized [33–35] to yield expressions that scale as N

6,
comparable to the scaling of IMSRG(2).

Note that by modifying the expression (7), we do
not just include corrections to the transformed opera-
tor in (8) at two nested commutators. We also include
corrections to arbitrary nested commutators in which in-
duced three-body operators are immediately contracted
back down to one- or two-body operators. For example,
[⌦, H](4) would receive a contribution

[⌦, [⌦, [⌦, [⌦, H]3b]2b]3b]2b. (15)

It is straightforward to extend this type of correction
so that triple-nested commutators are evaluated exactly,
but we leave that for future work, noting that not all of
these diagrams can be factorized to scale as N6.

In the following, we will use notation which assumes
X = ⌦ and Y = H, but the expressions can be directly
applied to other operators (with modified angular mo-
mentum coupling for operators that are not scalars un-
der rotation). The one-body part of the correction (14)
consists of three distinct diagram topologies, illustrated
in Fig. 1(a)-(c)
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where na is the occupation of orbit a, and n̄a = 1 �
na. (Since this is a double commutator, there are four
orderings of the operators involved in the expression.)
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FIG. 1: Hugenholtz skeleton diagrams indicating the
topologies of the double commutators are illustrated as
follows: the upper three plots, labeled (a) to (c), are
topologies for the one-body operators, while the lower
four plots are the topologies for the two-body operators,

labeled (d) to (g).

The two-body part of the correction (14) consist of four
topologies, illustrated in Fig. 1(d)-(g):
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⌦H,2b =�I + �II + �III + �IV
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Again, to illustrate we give the expression for one of the
topologies. The others can be found in Eq. (A1) in the
appendix A.
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where the permutation operator P̂ij exchanges the in-
dices i and j of the expression to its right. Although the
double commutators avoid the explicit construction of
three-body operators, the complexity is the same as that
of IMSRG(3). While this reduces memory requirements,
it does not improve computational speed.
As mentioned above, the expressions can be factorized

to reduce the scaling to N
6. To illustrate, we take the
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which we denote [⌦, H]3b. This induced three-body op-
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XY to
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we have
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ble commutator in (14) naively scales as N

7, it can be
factorized [33–35] to yield expressions that scale as N

6,
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Note that by modifying the expression (7), we do
not just include corrections to the transformed opera-
tor in (8) at two nested commutators. We also include
corrections to arbitrary nested commutators in which in-
duced three-body operators are immediately contracted
back down to one- or two-body operators. For example,
[⌦, H](4) would receive a contribution
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It is straightforward to extend this type of correction
so that triple-nested commutators are evaluated exactly,
but we leave that for future work, noting that not all of
these diagrams can be factorized to scale as N6.

In the following, we will use notation which assumes
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f
I
ij =

1

2

X

abcde

(n̄an̄bncnd � nanbn̄cn̄d)

⇥ (⌦cdab⌦abce�eidj + ⌦cdab⌦abce�diej) (17)

where na is the occupation of orbit a, and n̄a = 1 �
na. (Since this is a double commutator, there are four
orderings of the operators involved in the expression.)

(a) f I (b) f II (c) f III

(d) �I (e) �II (f) �III (g) �IV

FIG. 1: Hugenholtz skeleton diagrams indicating the
topologies of the double commutators are illustrated as
follows: the upper three plots, labeled (a) to (c), are
topologies for the one-body operators, while the lower
four plots are the topologies for the two-body operators,

labeled (d) to (g).

The two-body part of the correction (14) consist of four
topologies, illustrated in Fig. 1(d)-(g):

�(2)
⌦H,2b =�I + �II + �III + �IV

. (18)

Again, to illustrate we give the expression for one of the
topologies. The others can be found in Eq. (A1) in the
appendix A.

�I
ijkl =

1

2

X

abcd

(n̄an̄bnc + nanbn̄c)

⇥
n⇣

1� P̂ij

⌘
⌦ciab⌦abcd�djkl

+
⇣
1� P̂kl

⌘
⌦adcb⌦cbak�ijdl

o
(19)

where the permutation operator P̂ij exchanges the in-
dices i and j of the expression to its right. Although the
double commutators avoid the explicit construction of
three-body operators, the complexity is the same as that
of IMSRG(3). While this reduces memory requirements,
it does not improve computational speed.
As mentioned above, the expressions can be factorized

to reduce the scaling to N
6. To illustrate, we take the

expression in (17), rewrite it as

f
I
ij =

X

ab

(�↵
ab�biaj + �

↵
ab�aibj) (20)

where we have introduced the intermediate object

�
↵
ij =

1

2

X

abc

(n̄an̄bncni � nanbn̄cn̄i)⌦ciab⌦abcj (21)
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in the many-body solution, giving the wrong impression
about the accuracy of the method. Nevertheless, given
the remarkable performance of the EM 1.8/2.0 interac-
tion for energies [8, 42, 43], we will tacitly assume that
discrepancies with the experimental data, particularly for
excitation spectra, are due to errors in the many-body
method.

FIG. 8: The calculated ground-state energies of Carbon,
sulfur and Nickel isotopes chains compared with

experiment (AME 2012, bars) [44].

The ground state energies of the C, S, and Ni iso-
topic chains are shown in the Fig. 8. In general, the
IMSRG(3f2) energies are slightly higher compared to
those from IMSRG(2). For the carbon chain, the average
shift due to IMSRG(3f2) is +4.4 MeV, while the average
shift due to the perturbative triples is -2.9 MeV. This ap-
proximate cancellation has been observed previously [35].
Similar e↵ects can be found in sulfur and nickel chain.
The upwards shift in the energy due to IMSRG(3f2) can
be understood based on the argument of section IVC, in
which the two-body matrix elements are generically re-
duced by the �I topology. The diagonal matrix elements
of the two-body interaction are generally attractive, and
so reduction gives less attraction, while the suppression
of the o↵-diagonal terms reduces the correlation energy.

Since IMSRG(2) already captures the binding energies
very well, any discrepancies are hard to discern from the
plot. We use the standard deviation of the shifts from
IMSRG(2) to experimental results and from IMSRG(3f2)
plus triples to the experiment to illustrate the di↵erences.
For the carbon chain, the standard deviation of bind-
ing energies for IMSRG(2) and IMSRG(3f2) is 1.60 MeV
and 1.78 MeV, respectively. For the sulfur chain, these
values are 2.13 MeV for IMSRG(2) and 2.18 MeV for
IMSRG(3f2). For the nickel chain, they are 3.09 MeV
and 1.68 MeV, respectively. Except for the nickel chain,
IMSRG(3f2) shows slightly worse performance in bind-
ing energies, but for the nickel chain, there is a clear
improvement. However, this comparison is not su�cient
to judge the overall e↵ectiveness of IMSRG(3f2). In ab
initio calculations, directly comparing with experimental
results is risky due to our incomplete understanding of
the interactions.

To further analyze the IMSRG(3f2) results, the single-
neutron and two-neutron separation energies are calcu-
lated and compared in Fig. 9 and 10, respectively. As we
can see, the separation energies from IMSRG(2) diverge
from the experimental values around the shell closure,
while they reproduce the energies accurately at other lo-
cations. This discrepancy may be understood by consid-
ering the choice of valence space. For a typical calculation
of the separation energy common systematic errors will
cancel when taking the di↵erence. On the other hand,
around the shell closure two di↵erent valence spaces are
required to calculate the separation energy. In this case,
the IMSRG transformation is di↵erent for the two nu-
clei and the cancellation of errors will be less complete.
One-neutron separation energies Sn of the C, S, and Ni
chains are shown in Fig. 9, while two-neutron separation
energies S2n are in Fig. 10. The main e↵ect of going
from IMSRG(2) to IMSRG(3f2) is to remove the arti-
facts around the shell closures, indicated with the verti-
cal dashed lines. For the rest of the isotopic chains, the
IMSRG(3f2) results are close to those from IMSRG(2),
and to the experimental data. The root-mean-square de-
viations from experiment are given in Table I. Based on
this, it appears that IMSRG(3f2) indeed improves the
performance in predicting Sn and S2n, though we reiter-
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FIG. 9: The single-neutron separation energies (Sn) of
carbon, sulfur and nickel isotopes chains. The dashed

vertical lines indicate a change in valence space.

ate that one should be cautious when drawing conclusions
by comparing with experimental results.

For the nickel chain, the separation energies computed
with both IMSRG(2) and IMSRG(3f2) diverge from the
experiments above 68Ni, reflecting an underbinding by
about 1 MeV per nucleon beyond N = 40. In a single-

TABLE I: Root-mean-square deviation with respect to
experiment of binding energies, Sn and S2n for carbon,

sulfur and nickel chain, in units of MeV.

E Sn S2n

C S Ni C S Ni C S Ni
IMSRG(2) 1.60 2.13 3.09 1.25 0.94 0.94 1.59 1.46 1.59
IMSRG(3f2) 1.78 2.18 1.68 0.73 0.60 0.60 0.96 1.08 1.04

particle picture, this would reflect a gap between the fp

and g9/2 orbits that is too large. Such a gap would ex-
plain the small separation energies in Figs. 9 and 10, as
well as the very large 2+ excitation energy for 68Ni in
Fig. 11. It is also consistent with previous findings in
the N = 40 region [45]. As a further test, we decouple
a valence space of the {f5/2, p3/2, p1/2, g9/2} neutron or-
bits on top of a 56Ni core, and compute the spectrum
of 69Ni. We find that the excited 1

2

�
state in 69Ni is

X MeV above the 9
2

+
ground state, compared with the

experimental value of 321 keV [46]. It remains unclear
whether this gap is a feature of the interaction used, or
if it reflects missing correlations (e.g. a static oblate de-
formation). This point will be pursued in future work.

Perhaps the most significant improvement from the
IMSRG(3f2) comes in the 2+1 excitation energies of even
even nuclei, which are shown for the C, S, and Ni isotopes
in Fig. 11. We obtain a significantly improved description
of the experimental excitation energies across all three
isotopic chains, with two notable exceptions in the nickel
chain; 56Ni, in which the 2+1 energy is essentially un-
changed, and 68Ni, where the 2+1 energy is ⇠ 6 MeV
compared with the experimental value of ⇠ 2 MeV. As
discussed above, the 68Ni excitation energy can be in-
terpreted as reflecting a shell gap at N = 40 that is too
large.SRS: This is more subtle because we only allow pro-
ton excitations.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper, we introduce a new approximation to
IMSRG(3). The method is potentially to extend to in-
clude more many-body operators. The nested commuta-
tors at two-body level are used to capture the contribu-
tion of induced many-body operators. It is found that
those nested commutators can be factorized and evalu-
ated e�e

As for the initial step, we derive equations for

By evaluating the factorized double commutators at
the two-body level, we can successfully capture the dom-
inant contributions of induce three-body operator with
e�ciency comparable to that of IMSRG(2).
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FIG. 10: The two-neutron separation energies (S2n) of
carbon, sulfur and nickel isotopes chains. The dashed

vertical lines indicate a change in valence space.
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